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Abstract

Chatbots have its roots in the early days of computing and gain substantial popularity in recent years. The most critical component 
of a chatbot is the engine that accepts and responds in natural human language input. In this study, we evaluate the installation and 
documentation of 21 recent chatbot engines (01 January 2020 to 15 February 2021) indexed in the Python Package Index (PyPI). 
Fourteen engines can be installed and imported without warning or errors and four engines have rich documentation. Only three 
(ChatterBot, chatbotAI, and opsdroid) engines with rich documentation can be installed and imported without warnings or errors. 
This suggests that the majority of the available and recent Python chatbot engines are not ready for widespread usability.
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Introduction
Chatbots, also known as conversational systems or dialogue en-

gines, are software agents providing access to services and infor-
mation using natural human languages [1,2]. The roots of chatbots 
went back as early as 1950 when Alan Turing [3] conceptualized 
the Turing test in the form of a conversational system. The first 
chatbot, ELIZA, was developed by Joseph Weizenbaum in 1966 [4]. 
Since then, many chatbots had been developed in the pursuit of 
artificial general intelligence [5]. 

There have been many recent applications of chatbots; espe-
cially in education, customer service, robotics, and healthcare; 
with numerous deployments for industrial use [6]. In education, 
chatbots can be used for content recommendation for learners [7]. 
In customer service, chatbots aim to supplement or even displace 
human service agents but results have not been satisfactory [8]. In 

robotics, chatbot aims to provide a natural language interface for 
physical/mobile robots [6]. In healthcare, a chatbot may be used 
as triage assistants [9] or supporting patients for chronic diseases 
self-management [10].

The core component of any chatbot application is the chatbot 
engine, such as AliMe Chat [11], which can be defined as a software 
component that accepts a natural human language input, processes, 
and respond with an output in a natural human language. In TIOBE 
Index published in June 2021, Python overtook Java to be the sec-
ond most popular programming language after C programming 
language. In this study, we compare 21 recent chatbot engines (01 
January 2020 to 15 February 2021) indexed in the Python Package 
Index (PyPI) in terms of installation and documentation. Only three 
(ChatterBot, chatbotAI, and opsdroid) engines with rich documen-
tation can be installed and imported without warnings or errors. 
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Materials and Methods
Chatbot engine candidates: Potential evaluation candidates were 
isolated from Python Package Index (PyPI) using “Chatbot” as the 
search term (https://pypi.org/search/?q=Chatbot) on February 
16, 2021; where release date of up to and inclusive of February 
15, 2021. From the list of potential candidates, release date before 
2020 (released or last updated before and inclusive of December 
31, 2019) were excluded to yield a list of recent candidates. From 
the list of recent candidates, only packages with function(s) to ac-
cept an English sentence or phrase and reply with a corresponding 
English sentence or phrase, with no internet requirement (hence, 
standalone packages rather than connectors to third-party web 
services), are chatbot engine candidates. Functional and/or ex-
tendable chatbots were also excluded.

Test system

The following hardware and software were used in the tests. 
HP Pavilion Power Laptop 15-cb0xx with IntelR CoreTM i7-7700HQ 
CPU @ 2.80GHz, 2 GPUs (GPU 1: IntelR HD Graphics 630, and GPU 
2: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050), 8GB Samsung 2400MHz and 4GB 
SK Hynix 2400MHz, 1 terabyte SATA HGST Travelstar 7K1000 HT-
S721010A9E630 (0J22423) 7200 RPM hard disk with 32MB Cache 
at 6.0 gigabyte per second. The operating system was Windows 10 
Home 64-bit Version 19042.804. Anaconda3 2020.11 distribution 
with Python 3.8.8 was used as Python setup and Visual Studio Code 
1.53.2 as the integrated development environment.

Evaluation criteria

Each of the chatbot engine candidates was evaluated using the 
following criteria on a standard laptop with Windows operating 
system using 64-bit Anaconda distribution for Python 3.8.8 (Ana-
conda3 2020.11) with a new default environment for each candi-
date (compared against a new default environment named “base-
line”):

• Criteria 1: Installation

• Criteria 1A: Requirement of administrator’s rights.

• Criteria 1B: Successful installation using pip with version 
specificity preferred.

• Criteria 1C: Ability to import engine into Python environ-
ment.

• Criteria 2: Basic Usage

• Criteria 2A: Availability of tutorial/documentation to dem-
onstrate basic use case (accepting input and providing re-
sponse).

• Criteria 2B: Availability of example script(s) to demonstrate 
basic use case.

Results and Discussion
Ecosystem of chatbot packages: A total of 336 packages were 
found from Python Package Index (PyPI) using “Chatbot” as the 
search term (https://pypi.org/search/?q=Chatbot) on February 
16, 2021. Of which, 158 (47%) packages were last updated on or 
before December 31, 2019 (Figure 1, see supplementary materi-
als for package listing). Out of the remaining 178 packages, only 
21 (11.8% of recent chatbot related packages or 6.25% of chatbot 
related packages) are chatbot engines, which are reviewed in this 
study. 

This suggests that a vast majority (88.2%) of the recent chatbot 
related packages are not chatbot engines but other aspects of the 
chatbot ecosystem (Figure 2). Complete chatbots, such as Dingtalk-
Chatbot, are at the user-facing end; which generally requires de-
ployment channels, such as Facebook or Telegram, to provide the 
means of communication. The interface from deployment channels 
to the chatbot engines consists of deployment channel-specific 
APIs (application programming interfaces). For example, if the de-
ployment channel of choice is Slack, then the deployment API can 
be slack-api and the human user interacts with the chatbot using 
Slack. Besides chatbot engines, there are third-party chatbot en-
gines, such as Dialogflow which is hosted in Google Cloud. Depend-
ing on the third-party chatbot engines, chatbots can be built either 
on the third-party platform or communicate with the third-party 
chatbot engine through a communication API. As such, third-party 
chatbot engines can effectively be closed source and out of the con-
trol of chatbot developers as chatbot developers use these third-
party chatbot engines in a Software as a Service (SaaS) model [12]. 
Chatbot engines generally require a set of supporting packages; 
such as corpus which contains a human text for the chatbot engine 
to learn [13], artificial intelligence (AI) or machine learning (ML) 
tools to generate an output from a conversational input, parsers to 
process a human language input, and persistence packages to store 
the learning into a data storage system.
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Fourteen engines can be installed and imported without warn-
ings or errors

Of the 21 engines (Table 1); 2 (9.5%) engines (flipgenic, and 
TChatBot) cannot be installed, 3 (14.3%) engines (coco-puppet, 
dazu, and deeppavlov) cannot be imported, and 2 (9.5%) engines 
(chatbot-creator, and emora-stdm) can be imported but with warn-
ing or errors. Of the remaining 14 engines that can be installed 
and imported without warning or errors, ChatterBot cannot be 
installed with a specific version and after successful non-version 
specific installation, pytz package required manual installation be-

fore ChatterBot can be imported. None of the packages requires 
administrator’s rights for installation. The required time to install 
an engine ranged from about 4 seconds (minette) to more than 10 
minutes (ChatterBot), and the number of additional packages in-
stalled ranged from 2 (minette) to 106 (qary). Our experience sup-
ports prior experience that installation and execution of published 
tools can be challenging [14-16]. 

Package 
Name  

(Version)

Time to 
install  

chatbot 
engine  

(seconds)

Number of 
Libraries in 

Virtual  
Environment

Importing Library 
into Python

Baseline 0.0 11 Not applicable
Agt (0.6.1) 41.3 32 Import as agt
Bani (0.6.3) 689.7 56 Import as Bani
chatbotAI 
(0.3.0.0) 12.6 16 Import as chatbot

Chatbot-cre-
ator (0.0.5) 459.0 90

Import as  
ChatbotCreator 
with warning

Chatbotmaker 
(0.0.13) 6.6 14 Import as  

chatbotmaker

ChatterBot 
(1.0.8) 737.6

28 (Unable to 
install specific 

version)

Unable to import 
- pytz module not 
found. Import as 
chatterbot after 

manual installation 
of pytz

Cobe (3.0.1) 30.8 23 Import as cobe

Coco-puppet 
(0.4.3) 18.8 28

Unable to import 
as cocopuppet or 

coco_puppet

Commandinte-
grator (1.3.0) 7.3 17

Import as  
commandintegra-

tor

Dazu (0.1.0) 16.8 23

Unable to import 
- yaml module not 
found and unable 

to install yaml 
through pip

Deeppavlov 
(0.14.0) 113.9 38

Unable to import – 
module not found

Deeppavlov-
agent (2.2.0) 28.6 35 Import as  

deeppavlov_agent
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Figure 1: Distribution of packages.

Figure 2: Ecosystem of chatbot packages.



Emora-stdm 
(1.95) 116.2 51

Import as emora_
stdm with error 

loading Spacy

Flipgenic 
(0.5.0) 5.67

11 (Unable to 
install, depen-

dencies not 
satisfied)

Not applicable

Iokobot (0.6) 45.9 17 Import as iokobot
Jigbot (0.1.1) 109.4 44 Import as jigbot
Minette (0.4.3) 4.2 14 Import as minette
Msgflow 
(0.6.0) 34.3 23 Import as msgflow

Opsdroid 
(0.20.2) 78.2 68 Import as opsdroid

Qary (0.6.22) 267.5 117 Import as qary

TChatBot 
(0.1.0) 2.0

11 (Unable to 
install, depen-

dencies not 
satisfied)

Not applicable

Table 1: Installation and import of chatbot engines.

Four engines contains rich documentation

The quality of documentation is classified into 4 categories: (a) 
None or no documentation. (b) Limited documentation, which is 
usually 1-page documentation (such as a readme file) with no im-
ages and consisting of little to no tutorials. (c) Good documentation 
where documentation is substantial enough for multiple sections 
with tutorials provided but limited use of images used for expla-
nation. Generally, the package is relatively being used widely. (d) 
Rich documentation with numerous sections of documentation 
supported by many images to assist in understanding. Tutorials are 
also provided. Generally, the package is widely used.

In our survey, 14 (67%) engines have limited or no documenta-
tion with only 4 (19%) having rich documentation (Table 2). More-
over, 3 engines (cobe, deeppavlov-agent, and jigbot) do not con-
tain installation information on PyPI page. This led to significant 
difficulties in installation and using these engines, especially for 
persons attempting to try out chatbot development. For example, 
deeppavlov-agent should be installed using “pip install deeppav-
lov_agent” instead of “pip install deeppavlov-agent” (underscore 
vs hyphenation) as listed on its PyPI page (Table 1). In addition, 
deeppavlov has rich documentation (Table 2) but cannot be im-

ported (Table 1). The importance of documentation cannot be 
understated [17]. Even developers themselves want to have doc-
umentation that they can refer to and code samples that they can 
use [18]. Yet, most developers reported more enjoyment in writing 
code compared to writing documentation [19]. As a result, most 
open-sourced software packages have been plagued with poor and 
incomplete documentation [20], which can present as barriers to 
contribution and usage. 

Package Name
Basic  

Installation 
on PyPI Page

Source Code/
Documentation 

on GitHub

Documentation 
Level

Agt Yes Yes Limited
Bani Yes Yes Limited
ChatbotAI Yes Yes Rich
Chatbot-cre-
ator

Yes Yes Limited

Chatbotmaker Yes Yes Limited
ChatterBot Yes Yes Rich
Cobe No Yes None
Coco-puppet Yes Yes Limited
Commandinte-
grator

Yes Yes Limited

Dazu Yes No Limited
Deeppavlov Yes Yes Rich
Deeppavlov-
agent

No Yes Limited

Emora-stdm Yes Yes Good
Flipgenic Yes Yes Limited
Iokobot Yes Yes Limited
Jigbot No No None
Minette Yes Yes Good
Msgflow Yes Yes Limited
Opsdroid Yes Yes Rich
Qary Yes No Limited
TChatBot Yes Yes Good

Table 2: Documentation of chatbot engines.

Conclusion
Of the 21 recent chatbot engines examined, only three (Chatter-

Bot, chatbotAI, and opsdroid) engines with rich documentation can 
be installed and imported without warnings or errors, suggesting 
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that majority of the available and recent Python chatbot engines 
are not ready for widespread usability.

Supplementary Materials
Supplementary materials can be downloaded at http://bit.ly/

ChatbotEnginesA. 

Data Availability
Data files for this study can be downloaded at http://bit.ly/

ChatbotEnginesB.
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